The work contains result of development of the method of calculation of the temperature field in the cathode's surface during electrospark alloying.
Introduction
Among different methods of the surface hardening of metals and alloys that use concentrated energy currents electrospark alloying (ESA) is one of the methods that is used widely. This method is known for low energy consumption, simple technology, opportunity of the local coating in a wide range of physical and chemical characteristics.
To date, extensive experimental material of the studying of the process of ESA, electrode erosion and creating of the electrode materials, is accumulated [1] . Further development of the ESA method and its practical usage (thermophysical properties and option charge optimizing, getting the surface levels with specified properties) is hampered by lack of numerical methods for calculation of temperature fields on the working surface. Absence of the full mathematical model of
Mathematical model for determination of the temperature field of the cathode's surface
Interaction of the cathode (processed detail) and anode (alloying instrument) happens during the ESA. As a result, a hole, filled with the material, received on the reaction of cathode, anode and electrode medium, appears on the cathode. Particle transfer of the material erosion of anode on cathode happens in liquid and solid phases. One of the options is transferring of the hot particle (its temperature is close to melting point) on the cold surface (its temperature is close to the environmental temperature. During this process binding of the particle on the surface without formation of a zone mutual crystallization is possible. For this case mathematical model for determination of the temperature field in the cathode's surface during ESA process will be investigated further.
Here is the problem of the heating of cathode-parallelepiped Q0 with the working surface S0 в in a Cartesian coordinate system ( Figure 1 ) 
, that was created as a result of electrospark discharge between electrode and cathodeparallelepiped, and warmed-over liquid metal, that as drops Qi gets from anode to the working surface S0.
It is assumed that during one electrospark discharge drops are formed simultaneously and evenly fill some part of the surface (Figure 1 ). After falling on it, drops becomes solid immediately, giving the cathode heat energy. By moving of the cathode periodically full covering of the surface is achieved.
The following boundary value problem characterizes heat balance in the cathode and drops:
 -thermal conduction coefficients, heat capacity, specific gravity and heat transfer of the cathode (index 1) and drops (index 2), n 
) (
That problem is determinated only for 0 Q area, because boundary condition for the temperature U replaces all the equations of the heat balance in drops. However, another difficulty here is nonlinear heat exchange between drops and parallelepiped. Because of that we will divide the task into two parts.
In the first part heat current ) (t  from one average drop is calculated approximately. The second part studies a lot of identical small drops, that are put on the covering with the given and known heat current ) (t  .
Modeling of the temperature field on the cathode's surface
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For solving the problem Green's function ) , , (
that satisfies boundary value problem will be used.
Size of the parallelepiped is much bigger than the size of the drop and because of that for making task easier it can be considered as a halfspace
Let us put coordinate system the way that its beginning will coincide with the center of the drop Q, for which the problem is solved, and axes 
Considering that, it is possible to change the problem to its equivalent integral relations:
, r -radius of the drop. Integral relations, as a task (1), approximately describe the process of the heat transfer to the heat conducting substrate from the drop, that is put on its birder.
Numerical calculations
To solve the problem of material heat transfer in electrochemical effect was created a number of programs. Programs were tested with different materials relatively thermophysics constants and materials of drops and coverings. Different refractory metals were considered: such as: titanium (Ti), wolfram (W), tantalum (Ta). Parallelepiped's material is ferrum (Fe).
Since for small values of time the solution ) , ( t x U  decreases to zero while increasing x1, x2, x3, then spatial grid nodes were taken close to the origin. The results are illustrated by the drawing, that show temperature U, that is equal to the difference between temperatures of the substrate and the environment: U = T -Ts. Figures 2 -4 shows changes of the temperature U in the hotspots on the axis 0x3: x1 = 0, x2 = 0 for x3 = x3k, in case: Fe -Ti (Figure 2) , Fe -Ta (Figure 3 ), Fe -W (Figure 4) during the time t. (Here and further, for example Fe -Ti, means that parallelepiped material is ferrum, and drop material is titanium).
Curves on the Figures 2 -4 , that are near, shows the temperature change. While heat transferring the important role is taken by the basic temperature of the drop, equal to material's melting point. The temperature of the same nodes of substrate increases in the materials of the drop Ti -Ta -W counting from titanium Ti to wolfram W. The closer the spot is to the surface x3 = 0 or to the outer bound of drop on the surface x3 = 0 the sharper increases the temperature in the beginning and the earlier it stabilizes and begins to decrease.
